
Overview
Microlyte® Matrix is a synthetic resorbable wound matrix 
that comprises a polyelectrolyte multilayer (PEM) nanofilm of 
cationic polyallylamine hydrochloride and anionic polyacrylic 
acid, which together act as a functional molecular template 
to facilitate the granulation in the wound bed. The nanofilm 
matrix  is coated with a 20-micron layer of polyvinyl alcohol 
(PVA) to provide moisture management and product 
handleability. The nanofilm matrix contains a low level of 
ionic and metallic silver (<25µg/sqcm) to prevent microbial 
contamination and colonization of the matrix. This report 
summarizes the efficacy of silver-loaded PEMs on wound 
closure and provides a brief description of why Microlyte® 
Matrix works so well in assisting wound healing. 

Figure 1. The PEMs which comprise Microlyte® Matrix 
act as a scaffold to support mammalian cell growth. A) As 
expected, cells grow on a glass surface (not treated with 
silver-loaded PEMs).  B) Interestingly, the same cells spread 
more easily on silver-loaded PEMS. This suggests that skin 
cells may grow more evenly on silver-loaded PEMS leading 
to re-epithelialization of a wound.  

Figure 2. Mouse skin cells 
grow on silver-treated PEMs 
leading to re-epithelialization 
of a full-thickness wound. 
(A-C) Mouse wounds treated 
with Microlyte® Matrix close 
faster and more completely 
compared to control  PEMs 
without silver or untreated 
wounds. (D) Quantification of 
wound closure over time.  

Figure 4. Microlyte® Matrix absorbs into the wound, changing 
the terrain within the wound bed. Microlyte® Matrix (left) 
adheres to the wound bed, right where its matrix function 
is needed, while conventional matrices sit above the wound 
bed leaving space for microbes to hide and potentially 
flourish. Microlyte® Matrix creates a keratinocyte- and 
fibroblast-friendly environment that allows for faster and 
more complete wound closure.  

Why are silver loaded PEMs so effective?

 
 The PEM component of Microlyte® Matrix contains both  

 anionic and cationic charged polymeric components  
 which serve to shield approaching granulation cells from  
 the generally disorganized surface chemistry common to  
 wound beds.  
 This masking provides a functional molecular matrix or  

 template to facilitate the granulation process in the healing  
 wound. 
 The structure and charge of the PEMs allows for a low, but  

 precise level of silver to be incorporated into the multilayer  
 to provide gentle, but effective antimicrobial activity in the  
 wound. 
 The hydrophilic and biocompatible polyvinyl alcohol  

 (PVA) in Microlyte® Matrix maintains a physiologically  
 moist microenvironment in the wound, which further  
 facilitates wound healing. 

Ref: Agarwal, Ankit, et al. Biomaterials 31.4 (2010): 680-690. Herron, Maggie, et al. Advanced healthcare materials 3.6 (2014): 916-928. 
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Microlyte is a unique product for the management of all 
open wounds, including the most challenging acute, chronic, 
and surgical wounds. 

Ordering Information

Indications for use

Under the supervision of a healthcare professional, Microlyte 

may be used for the management of:

 Wounds

 Partial and full thickness wounds including pressure  

 ulcers, venous stasis ulcers, diabetic ulcers, first and  

 second-degree burns, abrasions and lacerations,  

 donor sites and surgical wounds

 May be used over debrided and grafted partial  

 thickness wounds

Availability of these products might vary from a given country or region to another, as a result of specific local regulatory 
approval or clearance requirements for sale in such country or region. 

 Non-contractual document. The manufacturer reserves the right, without prior notice, to modify the products in order to improve their quality

 Warning: Applicable laws restrict these products to sale by or on the order of a physician.

 Consult product labels and inserts for all indications, contraindications, warnings, precautions, and instructions for use.

Contraindications

Do not use on individuals who are sensitive to silver or 

who have had an allergic reaction to Microlyte or one of its 

components.

For more information or to place an 
order, please contact

PHONE (USA): 608-237-1590
FAX: 608-729-7183
WEB: microlytematrix.com
EMAIL: orders@imbedbio.com
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Precautions for use

 Warning: Frequent or prolonged use of this product may result in  

 permanent discoloration of skin.

 Warning: Avoid use with iodophore containing products that may  

 reduce the effectiveness of silver in the dressing.

 The wound should be inspected during cover dressing changes.  

 Consult a healthcare professional if you see (a) signs of infection  

 (increased pain, increased redness, wound drainage), (b) bleeding,  

 (c) a change in wound color and/or odor, (d) irritation (increased  

 redness and/or inflammation), (e) maceration (skin whitening), (f)  

 hypergranulation (excessive tissue formation), (g) sensitivity (allergic  

 reaction), (h) no signs of healing.

 Secondary cover dressings should be used as stated in the  

 “Directions for Use” section.

 Microlyte should not be used with other wound care products  

 other than those listed in the “Directions for Use” section without  

 first consulting a healthcare professional.

Reference Product Size Configuration

91001 2” x 2”
5 cm x 5 cm 5 units/box

91002 4” x 4”
10cm x 10cm 5 units/box


